Future societal and economic impacts of nanoscience and nanotechnology raise the demand for a nano-literate public as well as a nano-competent workforce. This translates into the urgent need for nano education interventions in schools and informal learning contexts. In seeking to meet this mandate, we have developed and investigated a virtual reality environment that induces immersive presence (feeling as being 'in' the virtual world) and exploits bodily movements (e.g. hand gestures to control virtual objects) for students and citizens to learn nano concepts. In this article, we argue that such scientifically-informed immersive and interactive visualizations have a unique potential in communicating nanoscale ideas to students as well as the general public.
Introduction
The revolutionary progress of nanoscience presents wide-ranging and significant societal and teaching challenges. This requires education initiatives that encompass the convergence between physical, life and engineering sciences that result from scientific endeavour at the nanoscale [1, 2] .
Thus, future education in both formal (e.g. schools) and informal (e.g. science centres) settings must be equipped with the necessary tools to provide and communicate nano-related knowledge [3] .
While rising to this challenge, nano also inadvertently serves as a catalyst [4] for fostering interest and motivation in science and technology at large [5] .
A pressing need for a public understanding of nano
The advent of innovative nanomaterials and pioneering nanotherapies marks the growing influence of nano in our daily lives [6] . As part of this swift development, the public will play an important role in interpreting the implications of nano in society (e.g. [3, 7, 8] ). Public citizens need knowledge that they can deploy as a barometer with which to make scientific judgements about the perceived hopes and fears of nano [7, [9] [10] [11] . Cultivating such a "nano literacy" [12] requires the development of nanoscience skills and taking cognisance of nano-related societal issues. However, current research suggests that the public has limited awareness and knowledge about nano (e.g. [9, 10, [13] [14] [15] ). Therefore, further careful development and implementation of nano education interventions is necessary to advance public engagement (e.g. [12, [16] [17] [18] [19] ).
A pressing need to integrate nano in traditional school science subjects
Meeting the future need for a nano-skilled workforce also requires students to be exposed to nano concepts in school. This calls for the integration of nanoscience and nanotechnology into school science teaching (e.g. [1, 20] and at the same time offer cross-disciplinary links to scientific knowledge at large. By the same token, nano has been heralded as a powerful point of departure to teach science content that is otherwise by tradition divided into the separate school subjects of physics, chemistry, and biology (e.g. [22] ). However, it remains cognitively demanding for learners to comprehend nanoscopic structures and processes. Examples of documented challenges for learners, some of which our own work has also confirmed (e.g. [11] ), include interpreting the relative size of the nanoscale [20] , invalid anthropomorphic reasoning [23, 24] , and grasping the counterintuitive notion that emergent properties can arise from random interactions [20, 25] .
Accessing nano with immersive and interactive visualization in formal and informal settings
One potential approach to learning and teaching nano lies in exploiting immersive and interactive visualization technology as an educational opportunity (e.g. [20, 26, 27] ). The theory of embodied cognition suggests that human learning is based primarily on our bodily experiences in the world [28] . Accordingly, our sensorimotor experiences have a significant cognitive influence on the way we develop scientific knowledge as individuals (e.g. [29] ). Moreover, interactive digital environments that induce a sense of virtual presence can enhance engagement with, and learning of science [27] . However, few such environments have been developed for nano education purposes. In our own work, we have tested the hypothesis that immersive virtual reality environments wherein learners use bodily movements to actively interact with virtual nano-objects could grant access to otherwise imperceptible nano-related concepts. Our research programme has involved development of an immersive and interactive virtual reality system, and empirical investigations of science center visitors' and high school students' interaction with the visualization in learning about nano. The visualization incorporates scenarios across a risk (e.g. nano-toxicity) -benefit (e.g. nanotherapy) continuum. During interaction, users have the opportunity to learn core nanoscience concepts (e.g. adhesive 'sticky' forces predominate at the nanoscale, and nanotubes can be designed to bind to specific target cells inside the body, also see [11] ), which then forms the basis for users to negotiate their perceived fears and hopes of nano (e.g. 'It's both good and bad. It depends on how you look at it' (student quote from [31] )). As shown in Figure 1 , we modelled a molecular construct that consisted of a short nanotube functionalized with ligand molecules that have affinity for cancer cell receptors (see Fig 1 A) . The 3D visualization simulates nanoscale intermolecular dynamics such as adhesive forces between surfaces, Brownian motion of molecules in solution and a directional flow of tissue fluid. A learner can reach into the 3D virtual space and deploy 'grab' hand gestures by making contact between forefinger and thumb on each hand to make contact with the functionalized virtual nanotubes (see Fig 1 B) . The grab gesture is represented on the display by green circles while an orange line indicates successful contact with a nanotube. By clasping, moving, pulling, pushing and releasing the nanotubes at will near the cancer cell surface (Fig 1 B) , the learner explores the nanoscale level interactions and dynamics that underlie the nano-therapy scenario. Doing so allows users to map their experiences to the manifestation of nanoscale events (in this case translating into a 'benefit' example of nano) at higher levels of biological organisation (see Fig 1 C) . Subsequent photothermal tumour destruction is also communicated by the interactive visualization but not shown here.
Results from our studies indicate that interacting with the system induces a sense of presence in the virtual world, which may increase engagement with the communicated content [31] . In addition, findings from analysis of students' real-time verbal descriptions of their experiences while interacting with the system indicate that the gesture-based interaction is often perceived as if users were in actual physical contact with the virtual objects [31] . Such experiences could aid in gaining the nano-related understanding that, for instance, intermolecular forces determine the binding of modified nanotubes to cell surface receptors and that nanotubes do not "seek out" their targets.
Current analysis of an experiment where users responded to a nano knowledge test (that we developed and validated, see [11] ) before and after interacting with the system, further indicates that the visualization improves citizens' knowledge of nano.
Future of nano in education and the role of immersive and interactive visualization
The accelerating impact of nanotechnology on society suggests an urgent need to develop the nano education agenda. Citizens need to be able to make informed democratic decisions about emerging technologies, and therefore, nano knowledge will be an important pillar of future scientific literacy [12] . At the same time, equipping a future workforce with relevant nano skills requires school curricular reform that reflects and integrates cross-disciplinary science subject connections derived from a nano context (e.g. [1, 20, 33] ). Scientifically-based immersive visualization is one tool for meeting these objectives that allows learners and citizens to access the nanoworld and integrate their interactive experiences into the learning of otherwise abstract nanoscience concepts. Hence, we suggest that future development and testing of visualizations for accessing nano concepts will play a pivotal role in meeting the demands that the nano revolution places on informal and formal nano education.
